Find and circle the words! Look up, down, forward, backward and on the diagonal.

ALGAE     GAMES     SAILING
BEACH     GOGGLES    SAND
BOAT      HAMMOCK    SHELLS
BICYCLE   KAYAK      SUNSCREEN
CANOE     LAKE       SWIMMING
COTTAGE   LIGHTHOUSE WALLEYE
DOCK      MARSHMALLO W WAVES
DRAGONFLY MINNOW     WATER
FAMILY    PELICAN    WETLAND
FISH      PICNIC     WINNIPEG
Lake Winnipeg Word Jumble

The letters of these words are all mixed up! Put them back in the right order to make real words you can find in the dictionary. Write the letters of the real words in the boxes, only one letter to each square.

RAWET

VIRRE

MISW

HECAB

DANS

HISF

See the letters in the circles? Unscramble them to answer this question:

How do you know Lake Winnipeg is friendly?
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